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Abstract

Event cameras are sensors with pixels that respond independently and asynchronously to changes in scene illumination. Event cameras have a number of advantages
when compared to conventional cameras: low-latency, high
temporal resolution, high dynamic range, low power and
sparse data output. However, existing event cameras also
suffer from comparatively low spatial resolution and are
sensitive to noise. Recently, it has been shown that it is possible to reconstruct an intensity frame stream from an event
stream. These reconstructions preserve the high temporal
rate of the event stream, but tend to suffer from significant
artifacts and low image quality due to the shortcomings of
event cameras. In this work we demonstrate that it is possible to combine the best of both worlds, by fusing a color
frame stream at low temporal resolution and high spatial
resolution with an event stream at high temporal resolution
and low spatial resolution to generate a video stream with
both high temporal and spatial resolutions while preserving the original color information. We utilize a novel event
frame interpolation network (EFI-Net), a multi-phase convolutional neural network which fuses the frame and event
streams. EFI-Net is trained using only simulated data and
generalizes exceptionally well to real-world experimental
data. We show that our method is able to interpolate frames
where traditional video interpolation approaches fail, while
also outperforming event-only reconstructions. We further
contribute a new dataset, containing event camera data synchronized with high speed video. This work opens the door
to a new application for event cameras, enabling high fidelity fusion with frame based image streams for generation of high-quality high-speed video. The dataset is available at https://drive.google.com/file/d/
1UIGVBqNER_5KguYPAu5y7TVg-JlNhz3-/view?
usp=sharing

Figure 1. Comparison of our proposed method with state-of-theart VFI methods: Super Slomo (SSM) [22] and DAIN [2]. Top
row: frames captured using a high speed video camera. Mid row:
illustration of frames and intermediate events grouped into temporal bins. Bottom row: Interpolated frame at time t∗ , using key
frames ti and ti+1 synthesized by SSM (left), DAIN (center) and
our proposed method (right).

1. Introduction
Event cameras are a novel class of sensors, with pixels
which respond asynchronously to changes in illumination.
The output of an event camera, an event stream, is a sequence of datums which contain information about the timing of the event, the polarity of the illumination change and
the spatial location of the source pixel. Event cameras, such
as the Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS) which was first introduced by [31], often have a dynamic range in excess of 100

dB, temporal time-stamp resolutions on the order of 10us
and sub-millisecond latency [57, 11, 50].
These properties have made them promising candidates
for challenging machine vision tasks. These include, object
detection [40, 29], gesture recognition [1, 49], feature tracking [13, 28, 71], visual odometry and SLAM [27, 53, 74, 52,
63, 73], optical flow [73, 4, 3, 60, 72, 60, 47, 32] and video
deblurring [23, 67]. Recent works have shown that it is possible to reconstruct intensity images from the event stream
[54, 64, 42, 3, 27, 55]. The most recent works [7, 65], also
performed super resolution in order to enhance the comparatively low spatial resolution of event cameras. These
works have demonstrated that the event stream contains visual information necessary for intensity frame reconstruction, however they display significant artifacts. Common
artifacts include accumulated noise, blurriness and inconsistent video frames.
Classical video frame interpolation (VFI) is a wellknown problem in the field of video processing. The goal
of VFI is to synthesize non-existent frames, by interpolating
over a set of sequential frames in the video stream. A typical
VFI application is frame rate upconversion [5, 6, 21, 25, 30].
Other applications include frame recovery in video coding
and streaming [17, 18], slow motion effects [22] and novel
view synthesis [10, 59]. Conventional approaches to VFI
typically consist of the following steps: bi-directional motion estimation, motion interpolation and occlusion reasoning, and motion-compensated frame interpolation. Such approaches are prone to various artifacts, such as halos, ghosts
and break-ups due to insufficient quality of any of the components mentioned above.
Deep learning, and specifically convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have emerged as the leading method for
numerous image processing and computer vision tasks.
Many works [22, 33, 35, 37, 38, 43, 44, 62, 68, 51, 45]
have attempted to replace all or some of the steps in the
VFI algorithmic flow with CNNs. Despite the significant
progress achieved by recent CNN based methods, existing approaches are still limited in their performance, with
strong motions and wide occlusions being particular weaknesses. Recently, [45] has suggested alleviating some of
these issues by performing fusion of two video streams
as input: a primary video stream with high spatial resolution and an auxiliary video stream with high frame rate
and low spatial resolution. In this work, it was shown that
the auxiliary video stream allowed the CNN to reduce artifacts caused by temporal aliasing. In an analogous manner
to [45], the event stream can provide information at a high
temporal resolution and relatively low bit rate.
In this paper we propose a novel method for sensor
fusion between conventional cameras and event cameras,
which capitalizes on the best properties of each of the two
sensors. Our method generates videos with the spatial reso-

lution of the conventional camera and the temporal resolution of the event camera. An example of our interpolation
algorithm working on experimental data is seen in Fig. 1.
This work differs from previous approaches which utilized event cameras to generate images [54, 64, 42, 3, 27,
55] by virtue of the fusion we perform with a conventional
frame based sensor. Previous works [58, 48, 46] performed
fusion between events and frames, but they did not addressed the problems of spatial resolution mismatch, temporal resolution mismatch and preservation of color. To the
best of our knowledge, ours is the first work which systematically resolves all of these common disparities between
conventional and event based sensors. Likewise, our work
differs from previous VFI works by the addition of high
temporal resolution data from an event camera.
Our algorithm is a full CNN solution, performed in three
phases. Phase I fuses the data from the intensity images
and the event stream into an intensity estimate of the interpolated frame at the spatial resolution of the event camera. Phase II up-scales the output of Phase I to the spatial
resolution of the conventional camera. Finally, Phase III
colorizes the intensity image to output a final color frame.
The way that we control the output allows us to interpolate any intermediate frame up to the time resolution of
the event camera. Our network is trained using simulated
event data that is generated from affine transforms of still
images. This allows us to generate large amounts of data,
and our experimental results show that our method generalizes well to real data. We validate our results on an
experimental dataset consisting of high frame rate video
spatio-temporally aligned with the output of an event camera, which allows us to rigorously test our method against
high-quality ground truth.
Our primary contributions are:
• A novel method of performing VFI utilizing an eventcamera to reduce aliasing and strong motion artifacts.
• A novel three phase CNN architecture that fuses a conventional frame stream with the output of an event
camera, while simultaneously fusing data with spatial
and temporal resolution differences and preserving the
color information.
• A dataset of event camera and high frame rate video
synchronized in time and calibrated in space.

2. Related Works
2.1. Intensity Reconstruction from Events
The first works on image reconstruction from event cameras were made by [8, 26] where a scene mosaic was reconstructed. Next [27], used a probabilistic filtering formulation to jointly estimate scene structure and perform gray-

Figure 2. An illustration of the proposed EFI-Net data flow and architecture. The network consists of three phases: low resolution intensity
interpolation (Phase I), high resolution intensity interpolation (Phase II), and re-colorization (Phase III).

scale intensity reconstruction. [3] proposed to estimate optical flow and intensity changes simultaneously by minimizing a variational energy functional. Similarly, [42] regarded
image reconstruction as an energy minimization problem
defined on manifolds induced by event timestamps.
Recently, the application of deep learning based neural
networks have made much progress in intensity image and
video reconstruction. First, [54] exploited recurrent neural
networks to reconstruct video, followed by [64] which used
a generative adversarial network to perform high resolution
reconstruction. [65] suggested a three step pipeline: reconstruction of low resolution images from event streams, image quality enhancement, and up-sampling of the enhanced
images. [7] reconstructed high resolution images by taking
a sequence of event stacks near the timestamp of interest as
input, and then used a recurrent neural network to generate
a super-resolved image, followed by a mixer network for
final reconstruction.
Works [58, 48, 46] demonstrated methods of fusion between event cameras and traditional cameras. [58] utilized
an asynchronous complementary filter to perform real-time
intensity image reconstruction using either cameras fusion
or solely event data and is able to generate frames at the
rate of the events. Papers [48, 46] utilized an optimization
based framework to deblur conventional frames using event
data, [46] also showed that this method can be used for high
frame rate video generation. None of these fusion methods
address the challenges of resolution mismatch and colorization when the event camera differs from the conventional

camera.

2.2. VFI with CNNs
Inspired by the success of CNNs, the early works on
CNN based VFI [35] and video frame prediction [37]
adopted an approach of direct estimation of pixels. However, this typically led to blurred outputs and unsatisfactory
image quality. To overcome the weaknesses of these initial
attempts, later approaches suggested more structured neural
networks. In the AdaConv [43] and SepConv [44] methods
CNNs are used to estimate adaptive filters for every pair of
corresponding patches in consecutive input frames. Other
works revisited the classical VFI algorithmic flow and focused on replacing some of its steps by one or more CNNs
such as in [34, 62, 69]. Recent publications [22, 43] demonstrate the ability to produce arbitrarily interpolated intermediate frames by using bi-directional motion estimation, and
refinement steps such as: motion estimation refinement, occlusion reasoning, and frame synthesis. Other recent works
suggested utilizing a per-pixel phase-based motion representation for VFI [38, 39]. In [15], a method which uses
structure-guided interpolation and texture refinement was
shown. [45] argue that auxiliary data contributes to VFI.
They demonstrated a hybrid system with an auxiliary high
frame rate, low spatial resolution video camera in addition
to the main low frame rate, high spatial resolution camera.
Our work also introduces an auxiliary high temporal resolution source, however, the sparsity of the event stream
utilizes less bandwidth for any given sampling frequency.

3. Proposed Method

3.1.3

3.1. Input Data

To train the network a large amount of groundtruth (GT)
data is required. However, collection of a suitably large
dataset containing both event data and high-speed GT
frames is challenging. While previous works [9, 12] have
addressed this challenge by devising methods to generate
simulated events from video sequences, we opted for a simpler approach. We take a single image as input, from which
we generate a sequence of images F1 , F2 , ..., FN , by applying small random tranformations: translation, resize and
rotation. L1↓ , L2↓ , ..., LN ↓ are generated from the sequence
of images and are the downscaled intensity components of
the images. Simulated event data is generated by the following equation:

Our goal is to synthesize an accurate interpolated color
frame at any time in-between two sequential video key
frames by utilizing auxiliary information from the event
stream. We denote the two sequential key frames as Fti
and Fti+1 respectively captured at instants ti and ti+1 . The
frame we want to synthesize at time t∗ ∈ (ti , ti+1 ) is denoted Fˆt∗ . Finally, we denote the set of all events which
occurred between two arbitrary points in time ta , tb ∈
[ti , ti+1 ] as e[ta ,tb ] . We process the input data using a
three phase CNN pipeline which we denote ”EFI-Net”. Our
pipeline is described in Fig. 2 and detailed in the following sections. The supplementary material describes the full
architecture and training details of the CNN.

3.1.1



1
E = −1


0

Event Tensor

Given the set e of N input events {(xj , yj , tj , pj )|j ∈
[0, N − 1]} between key frames Fti and Fti+1 , where x, y
are pixel coordinates, t is the timestamp of the event, and
p = ±1 is the polarity indicating the sign of brightness
change. We partition the set e by time and polarity into
+
−
−
the subsets e+
[ti ,t∗ ] , e(t∗ ,ti+1 ] , e[ti ,t∗ ] and e(t∗ ,ti+1 ] . For example e+
[ti ,t∗ ] is the subset of events with positive polarity
and tj ∈ [ti , t∗ ]. Each of these subsets is used to construct
a tensor with fixed dimensions W × H × B, where W and
H are the spatial dimensions of the event camera and B
is a parameter of used to determine the number of temporal bins. Note that B is constant for all tensors. We con+
−
−
struct these tensors E+
[ti ,t∗ ] , E(t∗ ,ti+1 ] , E[ti ,t∗ ] and E(t∗ ,ti+1 ]
as spatio-temporal voxel grids, similarly to [64, 73, 54]. Recall that each event contributes to the two temporally closest
bins proportionally to its distance in time from their centers.
The tensor are concatenated to form input event tensor E of
dimensions W × H × 4B

3.1.2

Training Data

Key Frame Tensor

The event stream only adds information to the intensity
component of the image. For this reason, we address the intensity and color channels of the key frames separately. We
first convert the key frames from the RGB color space to the
CIELAB color space [36], commonly used in colorization
networks [19, 16, 20, 70]. We denote the intensity and color
channels of the CIELAB color space as L and ab. Each of
the key frames Ft are separated into their components as
Ft → Lt , abt . For Phase I we additionally downsample
the Lt components to the resolution of the event camera,
denoted as Lt↓ .

Ln+1↓ +c
Ln↓ +c
Ln+1↓ +c
Ln↓ +c

>τ
< 1/τ

(1)

else

Where c is a positive constant to avoid excessive noise in
dark regions, and τ is a threshold simulating the sensitivity
of the event camera. τ is randomized during training to
simulate varying levels of sensitivity and noise. The use of
ratios mimics the logarithmic nature of the event camera.
This is the only type of data we use in training our network.

3.2. EFI-Net
3.2.1

Network Architecture

As described in Fig. 2 our basic block for all three phases
is a U-Net with skip connections [56]. In each phase, all
layers except the prediction layer are followed by a ReLU
activation. F̂t∗ , the final output of the network is taken by
combining the outputs of Phase II and Phase III.
3.2.2

Phase I

Phase I estimates an event camera resolution luminance image L̂t∗ ↓ from inputs E[ti ,t∗ ] , E(t∗ ,ti+1 ] , Lti ↓ and Ltt+1 ↓ .
The L and E input tensors are passed through separate
header layers to extend the number of channels and then
concatenated to a single extended tensor. The prediction
layer of this phase is followed by a sigmoid activation.
3.2.3

Phase II

Phase II estimates the full resolution luminance component
L̂t∗ from inputs Lti , Lti+1 , L̂t∗ ↓ , and a generalized tensor
EP hase I which is the output of the event header convolution of Phase I. The inputs L̂t∗ ↓ and EP hase I are first
spatially upsampled using bi-linear interpolation and then
concatenated channel-wise with Lti , Lti+1 . The prediction
layer of this phase is followed by a sigmoid activation.

3.2.4

Phase III

Phase III estimates the full resolution color components
ˆ t∗ from inputs Lt , Lt , abt , abt and L̂t∗ . Additionab
i
i+1
i
i+1
ally, we calculate an optical flow prior [61] for the ab components by using optical flow interpolation, as suggested
by [45]. The prediction layer is followed by a hyperbolictangent activation to approximate the natural non-linearity
of the ab channels.

3.3. Training and Loss Functions
We start by training only Phase I and Phase II and after
several epochs we add Phase III to the training. For Phase I
and Phase II three losses are applied: for perceptual reconstruction we apply a perceptual loss based on VGG19 (φ)
similar to [24],
LP = ||φ(Lˆj ) − φ(Lj )||22

(2)

an L1 loss to refine the intensity level,
LI = ||Lˆj − (Lj )||1

(3)

and gradient maximization loss to encourage deblurring by
the event stream,
LG = −(||∇x (L̂j )| + |∇y (L̂j )||1 )

(4)

where ∇ is a directional gradient. For Phase III we use
smooth L1 loss as proposed by [14],
ˆ j − abj ).
LC = L1smooth (ab

(5)

Finally, to encourage temporal consistency we use,
LS = ||(Lj+1 − Lj ) − (L̂j+1 − L̂j )||1 .

(6)

This loss encourages the overall VFI output to have a
smoother and more natural appearance. For all equations
above j is an arbitrary frame in the sequence. We combine all losses together for every key frame pair and a random number of interpolated frames at random intermediate
times.
Ltotal = λP (LP ↓ +LP ) + λI (LI ↓ +LI )+
λG (LG ↓ +LG ) + λS (LS ↓ +LS ) + λC · LC

Figure 3. Our experimental setup. The eight white LEDs are coplanar with a controlled spinning wheel for spatial alignment of
cameras. The LED panel (on left) is used for temporal synchronization.

(7)

where L ↓ refers to losses of Phase I.

4. Experiments and Evaluation
In this section, we demonstrate the potential of our approach as a bridge between both the high spatial resolution
of conventional cameras and the the high temporal resolution of event cameras. No previous works have performed
such fusion, so we test our method on a variety of datasets

and compare to various VFI and image reconstruction methods. We also introduce a novel dataset of event camera
data synchronized with high speed video. By performing
a thorough evaluation of our proposed method, we show
that by fusing both domains we are indeed utilizing the
gained information for better interpolation results, even in
cases where traditional VFI methods fail. Moreover, we
show that our method has comparable performance to nontraditional VFI methods which also utilize high temporal
resolution data. Our experiments are performed on two different datasets, with data from two very different event cameras and different qualities of conventional camera. The results show that while our model was trained on simulated
data, it generalizes well to different real-world sensors.

4.1. Our Dataset
To the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly available dataset with spatio-temporally synchronized event data
and high resolution high speed video from a conventional
camera. Therefore, to test our method we created such a
dataset. The dataset is captured using a Samsung GEN3
640 × 480 DVS event camera and a Samsung Galaxy
S10+. The S10+ natively captures video at a resolution
of 1280 × 960 and 240 FPS. To allow accurate spatiotemporal registration between the event camera and conventional camera, the test setup is placed on a planar spinning wheel bounded by co-planar blinking LED lights. The
wheel was spun at 100, 150 and 200 RPM and the image on the wheel was replaced to create different scenarios. The blinking LED lights are necessary for the event
camera which only responds to illumination changes. Spatial alignment is performed by locating the blinking LEDs

Figure 4. Interpolated frames of EFI-Net and SSM [22] from the dataset of [41]. The L2 heatmaps emphasize the spatial mismatch error.

Figure 5. Interpolated frames of EFI-Net with subsampled event stream and SSM [22] on the dataset of [41]. Subsampling events gradually
increases error.

4.2. Comparison with Event Only Reconstruction

Figure 6. Interpolated frames EDI [46] from the dataset of [41].
The L2 heatmaps emphasize the spatial mismatch error.

in both camera frames and calculating a planar homography between the two perspectives. Temporal alignment is
achieved by using a precisely timed LED panel. Both can
be seen in Fig. 3. This dataset will be made publicly available.

The goal of this experiment is to validate that event data
alone, while having information, is insufficient for accurate
frame reconstruction. To show this, we test our algorithms’
performance on the dataset introduced in [41], which is
captured with a DAVIS240 event camera. The DAVIS240
event camera simultaneously captures frames and events on
the same pixel array, resulting in spatio-temporally aligned
data. We compare EFI-Net frame interpolation, using both
the intermediate events and the key frames, with the methods of [54, 64, 7] which utilize only event data. The comparison is shown in Table 1. The results highlight the gap
in image quality between the two approaches where the
fused approach, is on average about 25% better in SSIM,
and at least 10 times better in MSE. A plausible reason to
explain such a gain in quality, is due to the event camera
being analogous to a differential operator on the illumination signal while event only reconstruction methods can be

EV [54]

EG [64]

SR [7]

SSIM
SSM [22]

DAIN [2]

EDI [46]

EFI-Net

EV [54]

EG [64]

SR [7]

MSE
SSM [22]

DAIN [2]

[46]

EFI-Net

dynamic 6dof
boxes 6dof
poster 6dof
shapes 6dof
office zigzag
slider depth
calibration

0.46
0.62
0.62
0.8
0.54
0.58
0.7

0.44
0.61
0.63
0.79
0.68
0.59
0.71

0.48
0.45
0.61
0.56
0.67
0.54
0.67

0.79
0.59
0.58
0.84
0.83
0.91
0.91

0.8
0.61
0.6
0.84
0.82
0.91
0.9

0.64
0.39
0.42
0.75
0.64
0.61
0.73

0.78
0.71
0.74
0.86
0.79
0.8
0.85

0.14
0.04
0.06
0.04
0.03
0.05
0.02

0.05
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01

0.03
0.03
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.01

0.006
0.009
0.009
0.006
0.006
0.005
0.005

0.006
0.009
0.009
0.006
0.007
0.005
0.006

0.01
0.017
0.014
0.011
0.011
0.012
0.011

0.002
0.003
0.002
0.001
0.002
0.002
0.002

Mean

0.617

0.636

0.569

0.778

0.783

0.597

0.79

0.054

0.02

0.02

0.007

0.008

0.013

0.002

Sequence

Table 1. Comparison of EFI-Net with event reconstruction works [54, 64, 7] , with SSM [22] and DAIN [2] on the dataset of [41]. Our
method outperforms all other compared methods on this dataset. For [54, 64, 7] we report metrics from [7].

Figure 7. Interpolated frames of EFI-Net, SSM [22], DSM8 [45], and DAIN [2] on our dataset. The sequences from top are: car 100 RPM,
dog 100 RPM, star 150 RPM. Bottom row is zoomed in on star 150 RPM, highlighting the artifacts of the different methods.

SSM [22]
Mean
Mean

0.779
21.753

EFI-Net
100%

EFI-Net
50%

EFI-Net
25%

EFI-Net
10%

0.790

SSIM
0.769

0.743

0.713

27.245

PSNR
26.607

25.663

24.567

Table 2. Comparison of EFI-Net with SSM [22] on the dataset of
[41], as the event stream is subsampled.

considered as a form of integration over noisy input without
well defined initial conditions. In our method the keyframes
serve as boundary conditions, and the temporal support of
the integration is limited, thus reducing the amount of noise
which is accumulated.

4.3. Comparison with Traditional VFI
Next, we aim to validate that the event data augment the
key frames for VFI. To do so, we compare ourselves with
Super Slomo [22] (as implemented by [17]), which uses
only key frames for VFI.
Table 2 and Fig. 4 show the results on dataset [41]. The
results show that while EFI-Net and [22] have a comparable
score on the SSIM metric, our method is over 5 [dB] better
in terms of PSNR. A suggested explanation to these scores
may be found in [66]: the MSE (equivalently, PSNR) is
highly vulnerable to spatial shifts. As can be seen in the L2
error heatmaps of Fig. 4, the EFI-Net frame is able to more
faithfully reproduce the motion in the blind time between
key frames. As seen in Table 2, reducing the number of
events reduces the interpolation quality. Even so, sampling

Sequence
Input\Output FPS

SSM [22]
60\240
30\120

SSIM
DSM8 [45]
DAIN [2]
60\240
30\120
60\240
30\120

EFI-Net
60\240
30\120

SSM [22]
60\240
30\120

PSNR
DSM8 [45]
DAIN [2]
60\240
30\120
60\240
30\120

EFI-Net
60\240
30\120

star 100 RPM
star 150 RPM
star 200 RPM
dog 100 RPM
car 100 RPM

0.93
0.91
0.89
0.94
0.93

0.86
0.86
0.85
0.89
0.87

0.94
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.94

0.92
0.91
0.91
0.92
0.92

0.88
0.91
0.88
0.94
0.93

0.85
0.79
0.8
0.9
0.83

0.92
0.92
0.91
0.92
0.91

0.91
0.91
0.90
0.92
0.91

29.19
23.9
22.3
30.91
29.86

20.49
20.61
19.86
25.06
23.61

30.89
31
30.66
32.09
31.29

29.2
28.85
28.29
30
29.47

25.48
26.05
21.97
31.31
30.42

20.09
19.31
19.4
27.26
23.14

29.03
28.18
26.57
28.45
28.95

26.62
25.83
23.99
27.95
27.94

Mean

0.92

0.866

0.94

0.916

0.91

0.83

0.916

0.91

27.232

21.926

31.186

29.162

27.05

21.84

28.236

26.466

Table 3. Comparison of EFI-Net, SSM [22], DSM8 [45] and DAIN [2] on our dataset. The key-frame input rates are 30 and 60, the output
rates are 120 and 240, respectively.

only 10% of events still improves PSNR compared to frame
only interpolation.
In Table 3 we compare Super Slomo with EFI-Net on
our dataset in various configurations. The configurations
include varying speed of scene motion (100, 150, 200 RPM)
and varying input key frame rate of 30 and 60 FPS. The
outputs of these configurations are shown in Fig. 7. The
results show that as the 2D velocity of the scene increases
or the key frame FPS is reduced, EFI-Net remains robust
while frame only interpolation results decrease significantly
(e.g. 2.5 [dB] PSNR loss for EFI-Net vs. 7 [dB] loss for
SSM in transition from ”star 100” to ”star 200” at 60 FPS).

4.4. Comparison with Fusion VFI
Results presented in previous sections showed that event
data enhances VFI. As a final test, we show that using event
data as an auxiliary source can have comparable performance to fusion of multiple frame streams. We compare
EFI-Net with Deep Slow Motion [45] (DSM), which fuses
a high resolution low FPS frame stream with a low resolution high FPS frame stream. In Table 3 and Fig. 7 we compare our algorithm with DSM [45] using auxiliary streams
with spatial resolution of 1/8 of the primary stream (denoted DSM8). With EFI-Net it is possible to interpolate at
the time resolution of the event stream ˜1 [ms], while equivalent FPS with DSM would require more data.

4.5. Comparison with Event Fusion VFI
Finally, we seek to compare ourselves with the closest
work in terms of input structure. [46] uses both events and
frames primarily for deblurring and may also be used for
VFI. The method of [46] differs from ours in that it performs VFI by extrapolating from a single frame using event
data, rather than interpolating between two frames using the
event data as with our method. Therefore, we tested [46]
using their publicly available code by inputting Fti and the
event data E[ti ,t] to estimate the frame at time t, Ft∗ . EFINet outperforms [46] by 8.2 [dB] in terms of PSNR and by
0.18 in terms of SSIM on the dataset of [41]. Fig. 6 a visual
comparison of the results of the two algorithms and Table 1
gives a quantitative comparison. This result leads us to believe that EFI-Net generalizes better to experimental event
data than the event generation and noise models assumed in
[46].

4.6. Limitations
The fixed number of channels in the input tensor forces
temporal binning of the event stream, which can lead to data
loss and sub-optimal interpolation. Additionally, and similarly to other VFI methods, the output video stream is not
always temporally consistent with a noticeable difference
between key frames and interpolated frames.
Furthermore, our dataset may not sufficiently represent
real world data, as it lacks real world elements (e.g. occlusions, multiple depths, varying motion types, etc.). Since
no hybrid device capturing synchronized event stream and
high speed video is available, our dataset is limited by the
requirement of using a planar scene to allow accurate registration between the two cameras.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed EFI-Net, a novel method for
performing VFI by fusion of data from conventional frame
camera and an event camera. To our knowledge, this work
is the first to propose such a full fusion pipeline. We demonstrated that a relatively simple method of generating training data generalizes well across multiple datasets and event
camera models. We thoroughly tested our method on existing public datasets and our own dataset. Our tests show,
that our method is significantly better than event only reconstructions and succeeds in cases where traditional frame
based VFI methods fail. Additionally, we showed that our
method has comparable performance to the only other VFI
method we are aware of which utilizes auxiliary high temporal resolution input. Finally, we contribute a novel dataset
with spatio-temporal alignment of high speed video and
event camera data. We believe that this work opens the door
to a new application for event cameras. Future work can explore utilizing event cameras with color information, and
research optimal architectures and training methods.
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